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Abstract

Software development teams face challenges communicating with each other. This paper presents the design of a social real-time collaborative IDE called SCI that unifies the concepts of social network and collaborative IDE. SCI integrates presence and activity awareness information and collaborative program development tools. Activity awareness information provides a sense of the presence of each team member: their activity on joint projects, technical interests, currently active sessions, and availability profile. The collaboration tools provide a wide range of facilities for synchronous and asynchronous collaboration and information sharing between team members.

1. Introduction

Software developers routinely work in teams. While some projects involve only immediate team members, many projects involve a broader community of individuals from different institutions [1]. Many developers contribute to several projects in any given week. One of the pervasive challenges facing any software development team is getting the right level of communication to coordinate their work and perform their tasks effectively, and this problem is more difficult for distributed teams.

Integrated development environments allow developers to solve design and coding problems and create software products. During these activities, developers interact with people who share interests in particular technical subjects. Social networks build online communities of people with common interests. Our hypothesis is that IDEs and social networks are complementary in software development, because software development communities are social networks. SCI (Social Collaborative IDE) is a tool that integrates development environment and social network. This paper presents SCI and describes the interaction between social networking and collaboration tools.

Large scale software development is a social endeavor. For team members to function effectively, they must maintain a certain level of social awareness. Developers must be aware of their other team members’ roles and activities, as well as the resources in the community relevant to a given project. Also, in order to catch people when they are “in” and focused on a given task, developers need to be aware of the other team members’ primary activity windows and/or activity history [2].

The present work started with a synchronous collaborative integrated program development environment called ICI (Idaho Collaborative IDE) that provides a set of real-time collaboration features for developers. ICI is well-suited for scheduled interactions between people who already know each other and work together. In order to support communication and collaboration between less cohesive development groups whose community members are geographically distributed, substantial additional capabilities are needed.

Consider a niche programming community, such as the one for which SCI was developed. Niche developer communities are common, often a few dozens, hundreds or thousands of developers whose work uses particular software tools such as domain-specific languages, library API’s, or open source software projects. Supporting such a community requires more than the ability to e-mail, leave each other messages, or post a comment to the project mailing list. Developers need the ability to find others with common interests or needed expertise, and ask for their assistance easily. The SCI project extends ICI to support asynchronous collaboration and community activity integration, increasing the developers’ awareness of each other, and of artifacts, resources, and activities, and encouraging team communication.

2. Overview of ICI

ICI is a collaborative IDE integrated inside the CVE virtual environment (cve.sf.net). CVE is a multi-platform collaborative virtual environment where users interact in a 3D virtual world. The virtual environment provides developers with a general view of other users and what they are doing. It allows developers to chat via text or VoIP with other team members and with developers from other teams in real time. Users may invite one another into collaborative IDE sessions, where they work together on tasks such as program design, coding or debugging.
ICI’s architecture consists of four major components: 1) a collaborative editor (C) supports shared source code editing and navigation, 2) a collaborative shell (D) allows shared compiles, program runs, and real-time debugging sessions, and 3) a set of communication tools for text and voice chat (A), provided by the virtual environment, and 4) an interface for collaboration control (G), which allows users to invite other developers (F), take turns at the IDE controls, and enter and leave the collaborative session (E). ICI supports the languages C, C++, Java, and Unicon.

SCI enhances ICI’s collaboration features (Figure 1). In the CVE virtual environment, users interact within a 3D virtual world. ICI extends CVE with synchronous tools to communicate, interact, and collaborate on programming. SCI extends ICI with group, user, project, and session presence and awareness information. SCI’s asynchronous tools drive the use of ICI’s synchronous tools, and the two categories complement each other. The result is a unique development environment.

3. Awareness in Software Development

Combining a development environment with presence, social activity, and community integration begins with the awareness requirements for distributed development. The identified issues were: the kinds of awareness developers need, the sources of information available, and how awareness about team or community members changes over time. In general, distributed developers maintain general awareness of the entire team, as well as detailed awareness of people that a developer is working with, or asks assistance from. Developers maintain awareness primarily through text-based communication tools, such as: mailing lists, email systems, and chat systems.

Developers maintain awareness of people working on their project, in what parts of the code others are working, and their areas of expertise. They obtain this information by: (1) watching the team/group news feed; (2) observing who changes the group project artifacts; and (3) by observing changes to the projects artifacts and CVS commits (users get it by email). This helps developers to be up-to-date about both changes to the project artifacts and the activities of other distributed team members.

4. SCI Design

SCI provides access to as much developer community information as possible, and makes collaboration more tangible within the community. As teams become bigger, the social challenges of coordinating have a greater impact on the success of the project. SCI provides community social network features that: 1) facilitate communication between groups of developers who are related to each other by interdependencies such as: a special interest, work, ideas, or perhaps friendship; and 2) assist developers in navigating the SCI environment, and make it easy to find appropriate project partners.

SCI is composed of two parts: 1) an information part that providing presence and activity awareness information about each team member, their activity in various projects, tasks assigned to each member, and progress on these projects; 2) a tools part, where SCI provides synchronous and asynchronous tools to facilitate communication, collaboration, and information sharing.

4.1. SCI Architecture Components

SCI runs on Microsoft Windows, Linux, and Mac OS. Its major components (Figure 2) are: collaboration spaces (A), text and voice chat (B), news feed (C), session tree (D), users tree (E), groups tree (F). D-F provide awareness information that users see while working on their projects.

Tabs (C), appears to the left side of the figure showing social awareness of the users, their status (online, offline, or idle), active collaborative sessions and members of each session. It is showing the available teams, the virtual rooms, and who belongs to each team. Also, it is showing the presence of each team member, their activity in the project, tasks assigned to each member, progress on these parts of the project, and their activity history.
Within SCI, the social networking components include elements that would otherwise be served by standalone tools that provide little awareness information:

- **Email**: SCI includes public and private e-mail, including group e-mail tied to groups’ news feeds.

- **Special Interest Groups (SIGs)**: developers join SIGs to interact on shared interests. SCI’s original SIGs are for Java, C++, Unicon, and Software Engineering. A smart NPC (Non-Player Character) hosts each SIG’s virtual room. The NPC offers help and gives materials related to the SIG. Constructing the NPCs’ expert-system rules for user interaction is a collaborative activity of the SIG. Users can interact with the NPC when nobody else is available to help.

- **Profiles**: Users view others’ information within their community circle. The user profile shows friends, groups, projects, and a mini-feed that shows the user’s activities and recent events. The profile includes a calendar to inform everyone of project deadlines and user availability. The local time is given so that other developers can be reminded of time zone differences.

  Users can view other members’ personal information, projects, talks, and any other content they want to display. The question here is: why is there a need for such information inside a community where all members are professionals? The value of displaying users’ personal interests along side with the work information is because collaboration is between people, and knowing about the people you are working with, especially those who are distributed all around the globe, can be a key for building effective teams. Figure 3 shows a screen shot of the user profile design.

- **News Feed and discussion threads**: The News Feed highlights new projects, changes to projects, new groups, members who have joined groups, active debugging or editing sessions, and other updates. The News Feed also shows conversations taking place between users. Each group has its own discussion page, and all users in the group can chat with all other members in that group, or view and send emails to the discussion feed in the room’s page [5]. A Personal News Feed shows updates tailored to that user, allowing developers to track changes in projects and team member activity. Users control what types of information are shared automatically with friends. Feeds provide the user with social awareness such as: the status of the community, number of online users, their availability, and the active projects.

To make it easier for developers, automated summaries of news feeds are supported. A developer can define the priority for new entries (low, medium, or high) and set access permissions. Private denotes information for the friend’s circle only; Public can be accessed by everybody. Each project has a mini-feed that can be accessed by the project team members. Groups also have mini-feeds. In all cases, users designate which specific user or list of users can access posted information, if they so choose, so that groups can maintain privacy.

The system provides developers with automatically generated postings about activities such as: creation of a collaborative editing session, editing shared code, and other topics related to shared project artifacts. Also, each user’s profile news feed shows their login history over a specified time period that is also illustrated by a graph to help predict their availability.

Figure 3. User’s Profile

### 4.2. Virtual Environment and Project Presence

Developers create projects with significant permission differences. For “Group Open” projects, if a prospective new developer is one of the owner’s friends (in the social network), they can join the project group at will. “Group Closed” projects require friend status along with permission to join the project. “Community Closed” projects require permission for joining the project. “Community Open” allow any developer to join the project. When a developer creates a project, they can set the project to public or private, and control access to its files. All the project files are stored in the server. The collaboration server is layered on top of an ordinary revision control server that remembers changes made to the project files. SCI exploits awareness of other team members; its text editor graphically depicts (using distinct background colors) the text lines with (a) pending updates to files that others have committed, (b) lines having uncommitted changes in other developers’ copies of the files, and (c) lines that were recently viewed by others. This level of detail minimizes conflicts from concurrent
revision of the same code, and helps team members know when consultation or a meeting is in order.

Every project is allocated a space inside the CVE virtual environment when the project is created. Project spaces vary depending on their size; a project starts with a simple room sized for its initial membership. As the group becomes bigger the size and number of the project’s rooms increase. Project spaces in the 3D environment can be laid out in different ways. If the project is not related to any other virtual spaces its creator can just switch to the 2D map tab, navigate the map and click to reserve an available space, and set up his room based on a specific coordinates. In many other cases, users can choose to lay out their projects’ spaces next to the other rooms that they own or to which they are related, in order to make moving between the rooms easier. For larger projects and closely related projects, their spaces will form multi-room complexes that are connected in the virtual world. Also, users may choose to lay out their projects’ spaces next to those projects, friends, or community members they share interest with or wish to ask assistance from.

Annetta and Holmes [3] define avatars as “graphical embodiments that convey a developer’s identity, presence, location, and activity of others. Any user who joins a group is teleported to the group room, and each time the user opens the project within the CVE his/her avatar is teleported there. Since users typically are members of multiple projects, a teleport menu lists the rooms for each of their projects and interest groups. The presence of the avatars in a virtual room helps the developers feel the team’s presence and encourages interaction between them across locations and cultures. Users can create rooms for specific groups and purposes. Each room’s owner can control the invite, join, and access of the other members.

4.3. Activity and Group Awareness

Software development always presents coordination, communication, and collaboration problems, especially when teams are geographically distributed [4,5,6]. As a result, occasionally team members duplicate work, overwrite changes, or write code that affects other developers’ code. This is due to the lack of awareness about what is happening in other parts of the project, and the other team members’ activities.

Researchers have found a number of problems that occur in software development projects. It is difficult to: determine when developers make changes to the same code; communicate across time zones and different work schedules; find developers for closer collaboration or assistance; determine the developers who have the best knowledge of specific project artifacts. As Herbsleb and Grinter [7] state, “the inability to share at the same environment and to see what is happening at the other site” is one of the major factors in these difficulties.

When working on geographically distributed teams, awareness of other team members’ activities provides information that is important to build an effective collaboration. This awareness includes observing who is working with you, and their activities or plans. Developers can use knowledge of other team members’ activities for many purposes that help the overall cohesion of the project. For example, knowing specific files and objects that another developer has been working on can give an indication of their expertise; tracking who made changes recently to a file suggests whom to ask before doing further changes; and information about who is currently active helps developers to find assistance and collaboration [8]. A few systems do track and visualize awareness information (such as Plantir [9], and TUKAN [10]).

To promote group awareness, SCI shows a tree of available users that provides awareness of one’s team members. Developers can view others’ status and profile, and check what project they are working on. Each team member is represented by a node in the tree and users can tell who is online and working in the SCI environment at a glance. Clicking on the user icon, developers can reveal further details about developers’ activities; such as: what files they are currently editing or debugging, their active projects, their interest groups, and so on.

Users in the virtual environment, whose avatars reside in the project/group virtual room can reveal information about other users’ tasks by hovering over their avatar’s head and a tooltip or window will appear with a list of the files he accessed in the project decorated with different colors showing the files they are modifying at the moment, files they accessed in the last few days, and what new files they added to the project (see Figure 4). From the users/groups tree, users can start a variety of interactions, including text chat, VoIP session, and screen sharing (inviting others for pair programming, debugging, or code reviews). History of the source file changes can be saved as footnote (marker) beside the file tree node in the classes tree tab; another way is to add a marker before the first line (in the margin next to the code) of each changed method/procedure in the file. By clicking on this marker a list of the changes; their dates, the developers who made the changes and other details will appear.

In addition to team awareness, SCI provides artifact resource awareness by extending the “class browser”. Files in the browser are provided with colored icons, indicating that someone is modifying a file at a particular moment, a file is been modified or accessed for the last few days, or never been accessed. By clicking a file node a small window appears with specific details; details such as who last changed/accessed the file and when.

Developers using repositories such as CVS [11] can normally see others’ committed changes; however, their local uncommitted changes are not recorded in the shared repository. In addition to the ability to observe changes to the files during the collaborative editing sessions by
watching others editing, SCI records each user’s uncommitted changes in the shared copy of the code. Awareness of uncommitted changes helps avoid conflicts. Notations in the left margin of the code inform the user where team members have made changes.

Figure 4. Project Files Awareness shows files a user is working on (red), accessed recently (green), and added recently (blue).

SCI provides session awareness, a tree structure of the available session. By hovering over a session icon (node), a tooltip will appear with the session history; showing the owner of the session, who is editing the file at a particular moment, and a list of all the current members and the members who left the session; each decorated with a different icon. Awareness information of the currently edited files and who is currently editing or debugging a specific file helps simplify the creation of collaborative IDE editing/debugging sessions. Developers that observe others working in the same file that they are editing or need some assistance while working on it, can do an invitation and start a collaborative session.

A log file on the server in each project directory stores the login/logout activity for each member of the project. This history is available to from inside the environment by clicking on a button in the project environment, helping users predict other developers’ availability.

To summarize, SCI provides the developer with activity awareness information that covers the following categories: social awareness (the presence of one’s collaborators and community members), action awareness (awareness of what collaborators are doing or what they have recently done), and artifacts and work items “files” awareness (information about all the different tasks and files or sub-projects that make up the overall project).

5. Related Work

In the past few years, there have been advances in the development and adoption of social awareness inside IDEs, which allow developers to collaborate and form online communities. Many open source projects use wikis (for example wiki.eclipse.org and wiki.apache.org) and some projects provide the developer community with chat capabilities. Several IDEs integrate collaboration and awareness similar to SCI. This section highlights various existing systems and research that provide interactive collaboration and awareness for multiple phases of program development, such as Eclipse (www.eclipse.org).

A notable working example of a collaborative IDE is Jazz, a research project at IBM that adds a set of collaboration and features for the Eclipse IDE [12] [13] [14]. The objective is to help developing the collaboration within the group. Jazz provides a facility similar to an IM buddy list to monitor who is online and whether they are coding or not. Developers can initiate chats, or use different communication methods such as screen sharing and VoIP telephony. Jazz also provides some awareness features to provide the developer with some awareness features of the activities of other team members [13].

Stellation (www.eclipse.org/stellation), is another Eclipse open source effort led by IBM Research that supports the notion of activities and simplifies collaboration and provides awareness of team members’ changes. It enables developers to manage relevant work, notify the team of their current work, be informed of changes pertaining to their own activities, and provides a context for persistent conversations.

Palantir [14], another Eclipse plug-in supports awareness features by showing which artifacts have been changed by which developers and by how much. Palantir provides workspace awareness such that developers can monitor other teams’ activities while working on their current task and without the need for switching contexts.

CollabVS [15] allows developers to work together ad-hoc. Tools provided by CollabVS include IM, audio and video communication, programming, testing, and debugging. CollabVS provides: 1) real-time presence information to let users know what other team members are doing (what users are online and whether they are editing, debugging, or engaged in an instant messaging session); 2) contextual presence information facilitates finding relevant information and people quickly.

To our knowledge, no existing tool does the full “social networked IDE” features of SCI. Jazz, the closest relative, supports parts of social networking. Like SCI, Jazz increases users’ awareness of people, resources, and activities, and fosters communication among team members. Jazz and SCI support synchronous chat discussions. Jazz’s team-centric discussion boards are similar to SCI’s asynchronous news feeds. User profiles are not supported by Jazz. Jazz gives awareness of the committed code changes in the code repository, but SCI also provides the developer awareness information of uncommitted code changes, the currently edited files.

The major difference between SCI and almost all the related work is the integration of social network features inside the software development environment. Most cited
projects have some social network-like features, but not others. Open source platforms such as SourceForge [16], provide simple awareness mechanisms along with configuration management functionality. It is difficult to maintain awareness across SourceForge’s many communication channels. Developers are informed mainly of bugs and conflicts related to specific project artifacts and not the other developer activities [9]. In contrast, SCI integrates multiple social network information sources and provides the user with complete awareness about the other developers and the project artifacts. It provides what most other open source projects are missing: the overall view of other developer's workspace activities.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

There is great potential in exploring tool support for the social side of software development. Collaboration plays a crucial role in software development. For this reason, continuing to improve the collaborative tools available inside integrated development environments is of great potential benefit. Collaborative tools can be used alongside a non-collaborative IDE, but integration adds qualitative and quantitative awareness information and reduces the cost of collaboration during the development process, particularly for distributed teams.

SCI is now composed of presence and activity awareness information tools, integrated development environment, and collaboration tools that reside within a virtual collaborative development environment. The merger of these tools makes them of more benefit to the development community. The IDE benefits from the provided awareness support and communication context. This paper described the early stages of a project to develop and evaluate a social real-time collaborative IDE to make communication, and collaboration more productive in software development teams. We aim to make it as complete and efficient as possible for the software development community. News about the project will be available at cve.sf.net/socialide.

The tool presented in this paper will test two hypotheses. One hypothesis is that integrating social tools inside an IDE helps developers save time lost switching between different tools. The second hypothesis is that the combination with a virtual environment will enrich the collaborative IDE with the social activities. The IDE will benefit from the awareness support and communication context provided by the virtual environment. The virtual environment provides a “social presence”, the sense in which developers feel that others are present in the collaborative development environment. Future work will evaluate the correctness of those hypotheses.
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